Pottorff Is Your Trusted Source for

DATA CENTER
VENTILATION

CD-45 & CD-46
Commercial Control Dampers

EFD-635
Drainable Louver

Pottorff provided Commercial Control Dampers and Drainable Louvers for the Ashburn Technology Center.
Located just outside of Washington D.C., this complex is the third largest data center in the United States.
The ATC leases data and cloud storage space to major corporations such as Facebook and Microsoft.
Our energy saving data center products maintain optimum environmental conditions for technology
centers throughout the United States.

www.pottorff.com

DATA CENTER VENTILATION PRODUCTS
Pottorff has extensive experience in the data center marketplace and continues to provide essential products
Proper ventilation is a vital asset for a successful data center. Pottorff has extensive experience in the data center
to technology centers across the United States. Drainable blade louvers, control dampers and counterbalanced
marketplace and continues to provide essential products to technology centers across the United States.
backdraft dampers were supplied for Ashburn Corporate Center 6, ACC7, ACC9 and ACC10 buildings. ACC7
and ACC10 were awarded LEED Gold status.

COMMERCIAL CONTROL DAMPERS

Building ACC6, part of the Ashburn
Corporate Technology Center, is
300,000 square feet and located
just outside of Washington D.C.

Pottorff control dampers feature automatic air
control and manual balancing for low to high
pressure and velocity applications. The CD-45
and CD-46 are AMCA Certified for Air Leakage
and Air Performance. They are certified to Class
1A and Class 1 up to 6 inches of static pressure.

CD-45
& CD-46

CLASS 1A &
CLASS 1
CERTIFIED

CD-41
& CD-42
EDD-445

BACKDRAFT DAMPERS

EFD-437

Our backdraft dampers restrict reverse
airflow and permit the forward flow of air
in the intended direction. They feature
efficient extruded blades and frames.
Counterbalanced and standard gravity
operated models available for low to
high velocity pressure applications.

BD-150

CBD-150

60.7%

EFD-635

HIGH FREE AREA
AMCA CERTIFIED

DRAINABLE BLADE LOUVERS
Our Drainable blade louvers are designed to prevent
water penetration in non-wind-driven rain applications by
collecting water in frame and blade gutters and channeling
it into downspouts and away from airflow. Many are AMCA
certified for water penetration and air performance, and
our EFD-635 has an industry leading 60.7% free area.

DataBank Data Center, located in Plano, TX, is a Tier III 144,000 sq. ft.
facility with cloud, colocation, compliance, hybrid and connectivity services.
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